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Beginning in the year 2000 A.D., our guardian races arranged a complete re-seeding- a
complete start from scratch, get it right this time make over program of our race line. They
decided the only way our race line of the 12 DNA perfect divine blue print, could be saved
was to re-make us from scratch. They actually arranged for a re-birth of our species. They did
this by bringing in one DNA sub frequency harmonic at a time. They did this as each stellar
wave cycle came in between 2000 and 2012, and then aligned these with the births of special
Indigo children who carried the 12 DNA codes within their 5 DNA - 12 DNA double helix.
As of 2012, all of the 12 coded DNA frequencies needed to rebuild our species was brought
into the Earth's template through the Sphere of Amenti, which is stored within the Core or
Heart of Earth. That project combined with the time shifting project which was also
completed on December 21, 2012, has prepared us for our rebirth to begin.
Who were these STARSEEDS? The seeds of the ZIONITES. They were the Master Race who
created the Crystal Genes or Silicate Matrix programming of our 12 coded divine blue print.
We are also getting help from the Melchizedek Cloister order who hold the 12 base tones and
the 5DNA and 6 DNA of our race line. There were also children born with the complete
AVATAR 12 DNA to assure that our reseeding would be perfect. The Avatars came from
within our own Matrix of the original perfect template of Gaia which contained the
manifestation template of the 12 DNA which was born into Andromeda through Sun Alcyone.
We will soon learn that this Sun actually exists within the Core of Earth as we shift our time
waves forward 2213 years in 2017.
The braiding of DNA is not what we used to think it was in 3D scientific terms. There are
actually 12 harmonic sub frequency bands within each of the 2 double helix DNA and then
another set that is brought in from our parallel selves or spiritual self now that we have
aligned with our parallel universe which is also a 12 coded reality.
Now, that project is finished. The 12 DNA codes were placed in the heart of Earth. Next, on
December 21, 2012, Earth was shifted into alignment with a different Meta Galactic time
wave of Metagalactic 8.
THE OLD TIME LINE THAT WOULD HAD CAUSED THE POLE SHIFT
The old Meta Galactic outer domains had all become placed in alignment with the Phantom
Matrix Fall line that would had pulled us into the Black Hole of no return. This would had
caused the removal of the angelic race line. That had been the End of the World plan for
thousands of years. That was the plan of the Jehovians, the Zetas, the Draconians, Enoch, and
thousands of other names prophesizing a Golden Galaxy, who have taught Earthlings to think
that they would be aligning with a new reality through the Center of the Milky Way Galaxy.
That reality was for the purpose of pulling Earth into the Wesadrak Fallen System of no
return. It was for the purpose of using our Earth and the angelic race line to FEED Fallen
Angelic Races for a few hundred years until we completely vaporized into stardust.
NEW TIME LINE
That reality was changed for us by shifting us into a new timeline. This new time line is 2213
years ahead of the old time line. It is a new Metagalactic system which aligns us with
Metagalactic 12 through the Inner Domains of Reality. Last year we existed in the Outer
Domains, where we were very vulnerable to constant invasions from other fallen angelic
systems. The Ranthians and Zionites were the Race lines who held the genius technology of
time shifting for the entire universe. We have been moved to a new reality, where the within
becomes the without. We are in alignment with Inner Earth, where kingdoms exist that were

called Shamballa and Agartha. The reality is actually much better than that because those
systems were also invaded by Fallen Races who made them become hierarchical. We are only
in alignment with pure 12 coded Divine Blue Print reality systems now.
SHIFTING HARMONIC UNIVERSES- FROM 1-3 into 4-6
We exist within a morphogenetic field of reality. We were in the morphogenetic field of
dimensions 1, 2 and 3. This was called Harmonic Universe One. Everything within the
dimensional systems is harmonic. It has a sub harmonic frequency base.
We will move into a new morphogenetic field of reality called harmonic universe two, which
is Tara 4,5,6 and then into harmonic universe three which is Gaia 7,8,9. And finally harmonic
universe four which is Aramentena10,11,12.
Even though there are four harmonic universes, we are always a part of all 12 dimensional
fields of reality through the 12 sub harmonics in our DNA. It was the breaking apart of the
sub harmonics in the DNA that created the separation or duality between our lower fields of
reality and our higher fields of reality. All of these realities are a part of who we are now- not
a part of a future reality.
A morphogenetic field is a bioenergetics field of consciousness that contains vast amounts of
knowing through sound waves or star language. It is time to get back to the principles of
sound and frequencies which connects us to all Consciousness through the Mind of God.
The reality of harmonic universe one is really our past, harmonic universe two is our present
and harmonic universe three is our future. All of these realities must become one reality. Our
present is always created by our past and our future.
Namaste,
(From the Source of all that is within me to the Source of all that is within you),
KRYSTALAI
(the place where the spark of Source within the Crystal Heart of the Universe flows back to
the Spark of Source in the Pre Sound Field)
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(These facts are based on the teachings of the Guardian Alliance - see Voyagers 1, Ashayana
Dean for more details)
Humans were a race of Angels that were put here on this planet to guard this planet and to
protect the Earth's shields and to help restore them and heal them because they have been
damaged by a group of fallen angelic races.
The fallen angels were originally a part of the normal creation, but they made decisions and
choices that created a fate for themselves that was very unfortunate.
They created a situation by rebelling against Source. They genetically altered themselves in a
way that they could no longer hold the higher frequencies of consciousness that connect us all
to Source.
So, they decided to become masters of the Universe themselves. They tried to take over other
universes and to feed off of them. For many eons this planet has been under siege and there
has been a time that was waited for. It was a time when the planetary star gates - the portions
of the planetary templar stargate that opens between this space time place and other space

time places in the higher heavens. This is that time.
A stellar activation cycle is 26,556 years. Ever since Atlantis, it was known that this is when
the next one was going to occur. There were plans made in Atlantis- on both sides- fallen and
unfilled sides.
Now, all of those forces are back on this planet - the Christic and the anti-Christic. Both sides
are here. Most people are asleep. They don't remember the Atalantians times. They don't
remember the agreements they chose to be a part of.
They don't know what forces are moving them or moving with them or moving through them.
This makes the people and the planet very vulnerable because there are things here we don't
see unless we use our inner eyes. There are things going on that we need to know if we are
going to maintain the integrity of our own Divine Blue Print and help the planet do that as
well.
Those who do light work correctly because they have the genetic codings of the Angelic
Human and the Indigo Races are assisting in running the Christic frequencies back into the
planet in order to open the Star Gates. Angelic Humans are the keepers of the Star Gates. We
are the only ones with the genetic codlings that can open the star gates. That is why we were
placed in a state of amnesia by the Annunaki races.
The original teachings of the Founders Races used the 15 dimensional structures to align our
consciousness to the best understanding needed at this time. This represents the structure of
the way creation is in this Universe. The D12 is the twelfth dimension where the Christos
frequencies of pre-matter of the Divine Blue Print exist.
There is a Christos life line that links us all in the higher god worlds and to Source. That is
why translations come down through the Bible that Christ is your savior and your link to God.
It was referring to the fact that the Inner Christos frequencies align us through the pre matter
template. We all have the ability to carry those frequencies in our bodies. It is our Divine Blue
Print that links us to Source. The planet has a Christos frequency potential and so does the
Solar and galactic.
But, things have happened to the scalar templates on this planet over the 25,500 years so that
the planet could not run 12 D frequencies, which made it very vulnerable to infiltration from
lower angelic kingdoms. We are here to restore those Christos frequencies that were removed
from our planet. Our bodies are the conduits that allow these frequencies to be restored.
The type of energy we carry will depend on how much we know about our anatomy. If we
don't know that we have chakras that have a scalar template, and we don't know about auric
levels and how to keep them clear we are not going to know what to do with ourselves. We
will become easy pray for those living in the D4 astral plane. They might be using your fields
for something that you don't ever know they are using you for. We use frequency shields
created from Cosmic and Source fields to protect us.
The Eieyani Races are the founders races who are in Inner earth at this time. When we use the
codes and frequencies given to us by our Founder races, we are reactivating the mathematical
programs that are a part of the planetary divine Blue Print within ourselves.
When we use sound and light technology combining the frequency signature and code or
symbol of the idea to be manifest, we collect frequencies by oscillating consciousness into the
domains or the dimensions of Christic and Cosmic and Source and then bringing those tones
of transformation into our templates - our physical spiritual bodies.
The more we use the light and sound to activate our bodies, the sooner we awaken to our 12D
templates and our fifth dimensional selves that allow our multidimensionality of all times in
no time.
There are things happening in this 15th dimensional system that have been things done by our
guardian races to keep these chaotic things from happening. The fallen angels have never
fully agreed to work with the guardians for our recovery of our Christic Template.

There have been many fallen angelics that have come back on board and then retaliated again
and again to the dark side. The light and sound technologies are the beginning of
remembering how our body and souls work and how to begin to recreate the Christos
civilization on this planet.
The Christos frequencies have not been on this planet for 208,000 years except for the
reactivation brought by Jeshua 12 two thousand years ago. There was a stellar activation
25,000 years ago when the frequencies almost reactivated shortly.
Our entire history has been about wars and wars over land. The land that was fought over
contained star gates on this planet and portals that go with them. The fallen angelics have
taken these star gates and blocked them with metatronic radiation that would reverse them and
spin away from source fields.
The blockage of those star gates has been blocking our bodies and our brains from the
Christic Templates that were once placed within the Earth. Stargates were always on this
planet. Fallen angelics have been fighting with each other for eons. They pick on races that
they can make into their foot soldiers.
The Leviathan race is a group of fallen angelics who have been bred here on this planet. They
were the result of an experiment that went wrong. The experiment was the Guardian races had
allowed in the fallen angelic collectives and what is called bio-regenesis which is regeneration
of their DNA template so they could evolve to get their Christos potential back. They entered
a Christos Covenant which was a Christos co-evolution agreement. Certain groups of the
fallen races agreed to be a part of the emerald covenant. They waited to evolve back into the
12 D Christos pattern. They wanted to get their DNA back to hold the Christic frequency.
There were a small group of them who were permitted to get back into human form.
There was a very specific way that the DNA template had to be blended in order to create this
evolutionary option of what was called a hybrid race. Unfortunately, the hybrid race worked
well and it blended well with the angelic human template, but, certain groups of them
motivated by their fallen angelic kin from other places decided to take over our planet.
They had an In to Earth once they got into human light bodies, and progressively they raided
the human races and mutated our DNA to the point where we have nothing left of our
memory of who we really are. We have had our light switch turned off.
We are dealing with a huge history of problems and a huge solution. There is the history of
the Leviathan Races , the history of the fall of Atlantis.
What is happening now is a part of what is called the Luciferian Covenant that was an
agreement of the anti-Christic races and their Leviathan hi birds here to take over this planet
when the next stellar activation cycle occurred.
We are now in that stellar activation cycle that is happening from 2000-2017. This cycle is
happening now.
If we participate in this activation cycle consciously by knowing it is happening, we can
become the new Christic race, reborn on Earth once more.
This time matrix began 950 billion years ago. The matrix was caused by metatronic science
that allowed the gods to create and mis create realities that were not in tune with the Source
Frequencies.
There is a huge connection between metatronic science and what became the Greek Olympian
Gods and Roman gods. Both mythologies were based on truths that were taking place in
Atlantis.
Mythology is a way of taking history and consolidating it in fairy tales with a mean sense of
humor. Turn a collective of people into one person and then having this person marry that
person--when in fact, they were actually talking about Race Lines of people.
Roman mythology contains known history of Atlantis that has to do with Metatron,
Lemurians planets in Wesadrak Matrix.

Scalar Grid mechanics is the substance god creates with. This was knowledge that belonged to
the guardians of the planet. The human angelics are these guardians. We were denied this info
since Atlantis when a few people came in and took what didn't belong to them. The whole
planet lost its memory. The science of the shields- the planet has a scalar template and every
being on the planet has a scalar template that is connected to the planets templates. These
templates circulate primal life force currents. They circulate the energy of god through the
templates. The templates on the Earth are dependent on the Earth's template. The damage to
the Earth's template erased our memory.
There were things done here to block the planetary scalar shields. They were twisted in ways
that are abnormal. That shut off certain frequencies that carried cognition. they carried higher
frequency information. They carried our identities.
If our DNA was working the right way, we would know our selves as Christic beings- as
Avatars. Our bodies wouldn't die. We would not get sick. We could manifest instantly.
There were things done to the electromagnetic field of the planet to block our DNA. Working
with the Light and Sound technology is to help bring back the D12 frequencies. The Divine
Blueprint has the ability to reset all of those misalignments of frequencies in the planetary
grid.
We can now bring through these frequencies for the first time since 208,216 B.C. This planet
can run 12 D frequencies. That was way before 25,500 B.C. when it began to get really messy
here.
There were a series of cataclysmic events that have happened here during our history.
We have these higher parts of ourselves that never lost connection to god.
Those carrying the Christos message are carrying the same message they have carried for the
past 500 million years It has been on every planet. They carried the truth about our connection
to Source. They promise ones in certain races who incarnated as the human angelic race to
heal this time matrix.
There was a thing that happened 250 billion years ago in Earth time between races that were
the Christos Founders races. There was a time of Lyran Elohim Wars. Certain groups of
Elohims fell from grace. They went through code convolution. Meaning their DNA templates
became distorted because of inbreeding. That created distortions in consciousness and they
started warring with founder races.
This was a place that was supposed to be based on freedom and co-evolution. It was not
supposed to be a warring matrix. The problem began 250 billion years ago. The original sin
was when the entire time matrix almost imploded down into a black hole thanks to what the
Elohim had done.
We are still fulfilling a promise.
Those who incarnate as angelic humans made a promise back before the human form even
existed to come in and finish the healing of this time matrix. Earth in density one, Tara in
Density two and Gaia in density three.
25,500 years ago was our last chance at a Stellar Activation when a race called Annunaki
invaded Ionia and placed the Nibiru Crystals for control. It was anchored in Stone hedge,
England and Stargate eleven area. They placed crystal wave technologies that work like
microchip to get the control of the planetary templar. That began in 25,500 b.c. The guardian
races were here. It became polarized. Those doing anti-Christos and those doing Christos
being directed by Annunaki Races and the other the Draconian Races.
10,500 B.C. we had the Luciferian conquest when more dark forces came in to make worm
holes in Earth. That created the Bermuda triangle off the coast of Florida. 9,550 Flood the
deluge done by the Luciferian covenant and was orchestrated by space ships. The great flood
was done by the Luciferian Covenant.
The grail line humans are the real humans. Not the hybrid humans.

The real humans that match the planetary grids have templates. We are the ones who have the
codes that can open and close the star gates on the planet.
Any race that wasn't organic to this planet doesn't have those codes. There have been those
who have forced themselves onto this planet in order to try and take the codes.
The Leviathan race tried to build a master take over race that have more and more of the
codlings that went with the planetary star gates so they could, when they had enough coding
in their body to run the templar the way they want to.
The Ionian people - Greek and Roman- the Tribe 5
10,500 B.C. Luciferian conquest Grail line humans were being executed and hooked up to
technology to take their cellular knowledge out of their bodies.
In order to preserve the human race line before they became extinct.
The Leviathans would had taken over the planet.
The human races moved away from the stargates they were assigned to. Those in Ionia were
guardians of stargates in Atlantis. One is stargate eleven.
In 1992 the guardian races tried very hard to get the Annunaki to co-operate. The Pledian
Sirian agreements of 1992 were supposed to bring the Annunaki and Leviathans together with
the Guardian races to make a stand to prevent the Draconian Races from taking over the
planetary templar and from that point the period the human indigos and Annunaki and
leviathans would create a united humanity.
This would allow us to slowly bring back the truth. The Annunaki weren't too thrilled that we
would know the truth about them. In 246,00 B.C. the guardian races made a promise that
when the end times came they would tell the truth even if there was no one who wanted to
hear it.
War is between Annunaki and Wesadraks and the Draconians who don't agree with them.
Human angelics are here to hold the frequencies.
The fallen angelics are making choices of hate over love and war over peace.
An Azurite is a powerful spectator We are Cosmic negotiators.
Guardian Races have bigger space ships. When the battle in the skies begins its time to head
for the hills.
If there are ET battles before December 2012 and the masses know there really are ETs that
is the time to head for the hills because things will get really bad in the cities.
When fallen angelics are no longer invisible and then mass populations are hard to control.
If it ever gets bad and there was a pole shift we would be asked to be an evac team. We were
asked to get ready. Use Time projection to move to the future.
Jehovah was a fallen angel from phantom matrix. Jesus was an Et birth Turaunesiums Jeshua
9 - the Joseph and Mary story was a Nephilium birth.
250 billion years Draconians and Annunaki have hated each other and have been warring with
each other.
Christic Realignment
We can't have the present structure of government . The frequencies don’t fit.
They will link our time line into the Inner Earth time line and give us 2000 years of evolution
where we can catch up with the selves we are supposed to be.
There are changes that are coming and they will affect masses of people. Each person that
chooses conscious evolution as a path and chooses the program to clear their DNA and get it
activated to its highest level to get your bio filed your will help the collective. If a small
handful of people do that they will be able to affect the race.
The races morphogenetic field and they will be able to help more and more people begin to
synthesize the frequencies in their DNA.
Each one of us who works with these frequencies is giving a gift to those on the planet who
cannot save themselves. Those who are spitting at us, insulting us, writing negative comments

about our teachings, those will be helped by these frequencies because they have none of their
own.
It is necessary to get a lot of awakened ascended masters on this planet for 2012. Those who
are drawn to this are Indigo children who have potential of 12 DNA that Angelic humans
have. Indigo children have 24-48 DNA strand potential. They can flip over the race template a
lot faster because they can hold the collective field. Some Indigo children have awakened to
know this about themselves.
There are a lot of people on the planet that are of the Leviathan Race line. They can also
activate their DNA.
Bio-regenesis
In 63,000 B.c. the Angelic Human was the original Atalantians Root Race
These cloister Races were Indigos. There were the Lyran and Sirian and Gaia Oraphim human
races that created the Turaunesiums 2 Races.
There was another Version of the 12 Strand human race during the Atalantians and
Lemurians. From those there was a smaller break down of the strand contract. They were the
guardians. The Leviathan races began to be genetically interwoven with our race and the all
hell broke loose. Atalantians use of crystalline technology perversion genetically raped an
entire race line.
This took the star gate system here and the star gate of phantom Annunaki and plugged it into
another stargate. That is what they did with Crystalline technology. The cycle of evolution has
gone to its extreme of negative technology and now it must wing back the other way.
If it swings any more negative it would take down the entire time matrix structure. Now we
are re balancing the time matrix by bringing in the Divine Blue Print. That means we are in
prime time for final conflict drama. They don't realize they are getting astral field
implantation that will activate more of their reverse matrix coding just by going to metatronic
workshops.
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